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1. Introduction
This report has been prepared on December, 2016 under assignment of "Performing Diagnostic
Studies on 75 SMEs" related with the project of Europe Aid/134938/IH/SER/TR “Technical
Assistance For Gaziantep Regional Industrial Design and Modelling Centre-GETAM “. During
the preparation phase, the team has held face-to-face interviews (field research) and run desk
research with the stakeholders and SMEs in provinces.
Project Background: The main purpose of Gaziantep Regional Industrial Design and Modelling
Centre (GETAM) is improvement of Business Environment and strengthen the regional
common product development/process enhancement infrastructure and increasing awareness
and technical capacities of SMEs and entrepreneurs, specialised on primarily (but not limited)
manufacturing of footwear, jewellery and electronic circuits.
The purpose of GETAM is to improve the innovative capacities of the SMEs in Gaziantep and
in the target regions. The project is composed of two components – A.1 operationalization of
Gaziantep Regional Industrial Design and Modelling Centre (GETAM); and, A.2 development
of the Industrial Design and Product Development capacities of the SMEs and entrepreneurs.
Project Objective, Purpose & Expected Results of Assignment: The objective of the assignment
is to provide technical assistance and support to TAT, defining the current status of SMEs in
terms of Industrial Design, Product Development and Innovative Capacities in Gaziantep,
TRC1 Region, and neighbouring regions.
Business diagnostic studies were carried out under this operation to draw a portrait of target
industries in general and individual SMEs in particular.
At the stage of business diagnostics, the situation of SMEs in Gaziantep with regard to industrial
design and product development in the field of leather products and jewellery sectors have been
analysed in detail. When the main target sectors scrutinized and SME selection criteria are taken
into consideration, we came across only two significant close circuits companies. For this
reason, the sector report was not prepared for this closed circuit sector.
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The base of Operations is Gaziantep and the purpose of the Contract is to “improve innovative
capacities of SMEs in Gaziantep”. However despite the fact that the project activities focus on
Gaziantep, the regional coverage is not limited to that province as improving innovative
capacity, national and international competitiveness and ultimately to ensure a stable increase
in income will much depend on the stimulation of regional dynamics, resources and know-how
as well. For that reason, under the scope of the Operation, secondary and tertiary focus areas
are also determined in the ToR, as follows:
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Base of Operation
Secondary level of focus
Tertiary level of focus

Gaziantep
Adıyaman, Hatay, Kahramanmaraş, Kilis, Mardin,
Osmaniye, Şanlıurfa
Kayseri, Malatya, Van, Diyarbakır.

The level of commercial relations, partnerships and solidarity between the SMEs in Gaziantep
and those located in other provinces enlisted in the above table was also analysed so that the
level of interdependence among SMEs established in different provinces can be revealed. This
will also ensure that methods be developed for GETAM be useful, in the longer run, not only
for the SMEs in Gaziantep but also to those established in Hatay, Kahramanmaraş, Kilis,
Mardin, Osmaniye, Şanlıurfa, Kayseri, Malatya, Adıyaman, Van and Diyarbakır.
Therefore, the diagnostic studies were conducted in Hatay, Kahramanmaraş, Kilis, Mardin,
Osmaniye, Şanlıurfa and Diyarbakır to help identification of prospects for regional cooperation
and even for concentration of specific sectors in specific provinces. Decision for geographical
coverage was taken at a meeting with stakeholders.
The results of the diagnostic studies lay down the baseline data, against which numerous
comparative and competitiveness assessments can be made during the implementation of
Operation.
2. Methodology
For the purposes of this Operation, business diagnostic study was carried out. Three critical
facets of diagnosis were elaborated by the TAT to decide on and develop the most appropriate
methodology:
a. Process: TAT analysed and identified the stakeholders with whom to work in the
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Service Centre Directorate (ERA) and the Gaziantep Chamber of Commerce (GCC)
who have an active role in encouraging the SMEs did take part during these studies.
Accordingly, TAT was in very close cooperation and coordination with the ERA and
the GCC while identifying individual SMEs to which the business diagnostic studies
will be applied.
b. Modelling: TAT reviewed the models to be used to frame issues, guide data gathering,
identify organizational conditions and underlying problems, and organize feedback. The
most appropriate model will be decided with the ERA and the GCC.
c. Methods: Alternative techniques for collecting, analysing, and summarizing diagnostic
data re-visited and analysed by the TAT. The most appropriate techniques decided with
the ERA and GCC.
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process of conducting business diagnostics studies. As mentioned in the ToR, KOSGEB
Gaziantep
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Field Research
Meetings with
TAT&Stakeholders

Survey

Literature
Research

Diagnostic Report
Desk Research

The business diagnostic methodologies selected and developed by the TAT and NKEs to
identify barriers and motivations to the use of design as well as obstacles to innovation for
SMEs operating in leather, jewellery and other sectors in Gaziantep and other provinces. The
results define design level of companies together with their needs to be able to offer pathways,
steps and instruments that enable the adoption of design and design management. In the light
of the results, TAT will be able to propose strategic approach, design support, advice,
endorsements, thinking tools for integrating design into strategic R&D and decision making
process to help companies use design in order to strengthen their innovation capabilities and
competitiveness.
In this context, candidate SMEs were selected according to below criteria to apply diagnostic
studies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The enterprises should be compatible with the concept of the GETAM,
The enterprises should be operating in the target sectors identified in the ToR or to be
identified additionally during the inception phase,
The enterprises should be below a certain size (with respect to the number of
employees),
They should be sustainable or capable of becoming sustainable,
They should be able to demonstrate that they will benefit from the GETAM for their
business,
They should be oriented to and sensitive toward developing product designs and
modelling.

While seeking above criteria among enterprises, TAT also needed rapid and efficient
methodology for identifying 75 enterprises. The most suitable method was to follow below
steps in close contact and coordination with ERA and the Chamber of Commerce.

a. KOSGEB (Gaziantep Service Centre Directorate as the ERA)
b. Gaziantep Chamber of Commerce
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Meetings and negotiations with stakeholder institutions and organizations to receive
information on sector and enterprises including, but not limited to, the following:
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Gaziantep Chamber of Industry
Gaziantep Chamber of Shoe
Vocational Chambers in Gaziantep
Management of the Gaziantep Organised Industrial Zone (GAOSB)
İpekyolu Development Agency (İKA)
Business Associations in Gaziantep
Gaziantep ABİGEM
Governorship of Gaziantep
Municipality of Gaziantep

2)

Desk and field researches to understand type of enterprises and differences in terms of
supply, production types and marketing aspects in order to be able to form a sampling study
and transparent classification for ensuring that all target enterprises are represented at
maximum level.

3)

Determination of number of enterprises in a way to ensure balance of representation
between the three main target industries by deeply analysing the following;
 Having more potential to become high value added designer/producer,
 0perating in niche markets successfully.

Method for selecting enterprises
Criteria to be considered:
The enterprises should be
compatible with the
concept of the GETAM
The enterprises should be
operating in the target
sectors identified in the ToR
The enterprises should be
below a certain size (with
respect to the number of
employees)
They should be sustainable
or capable of becoming
sustainable
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They should be able to
demonstrate that they will
benefit from the GETAM for
their business
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Questionnaire: A questionnaire has been created by TAT Team to provide certain required
information considering assignment objectives and to get an understanding of sectorial needs
It has several questions under seven main headings;








Introduction
Company Level
Design and Quality Assurance
Innovation, Competition, Marketing and Sales
Manufacturing/Supplying
Change/Development
Interest in GETAM and its services

The interviews were carried out in a semi-structered format using the questionnaire in
Gaziantep, Hatay, Kahramanmaraş, Mardin, Osmaniye, Şanlıurfa and Diyarbakır with a total
of 81 companies (75 interviews were planned and 81 were realized). TAT Team identified
companies in cooperation with KOSGEB Gaziantep and Gaziantep Chamber of Commerce.

Literature Research: Pre-study was required and done by TAT Team in order to get a sectorial
outlook and identify right companies to approach. For both field and desk research, TAT Team
worked closely with KOSGEB, Gaziantep Chamber of Commerce and the representatives
within other provinces.
Field Research & Desk Research: NK Experts realised the desk research. Field research was
conducted in mentioned cities by holding face-to-face meetings with chosen 81 companies. All
appointments for the visits were made in advanced and company was informed about the
purpose of visit. Since the diagnostic studies are undertaken with small enterprises, the decision
maker of each company (owner manager / general manager) was encouraged to take part in the
meetings. Additional key staff of the company was also welcome to participate if the decision
maker requires.
Data Collection Techniques;

Time Frame of the Mission;
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NK Experts have used various techniques for data collection and completion of this report such
as Interviews, Survey, Focus Groups and examination and analysis of existing documents and
records. During the interviews, after warm-up and introduction, questionnaires have been filled
in and the experts took necessary notes and photos. In some cases, semi-structured interviews
were done; different questions were asked to the participants in different format. All existing
promotional materials, reports, and brochures were collected during the visits.
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Preparation of flow-questionnaire which will be used during
diagnostic interviews
Pilot interviews with the enterprises in Gaziantep
NK Experts meeting to review and finalize the flow and Qs
Gaziantep Visits
Diyarbakır-Mardin-Hatay-Kahramanmaraş-OsmaniyeŞanlıurfaVisits
MOMs, Company diagnostic reports
Consolidated reports

3. Type of the Visited Companies
The majority of the SMEs are family-owned businesses, run either by one generation or two
generations working together. Alliances were mostly seen between siblings, father-son and
uncle-niece or nephew. A family-owned business seems to create more advantages than
disadvantages. Above all, the sense of trust is stronger, as family members working together
trust each other more deeply than a manager or partner outside the family. Additionally, they
avoid the high salary they would have to pay professionals. Moreover, they do not seem to need
professionals since the younger generation of family members are equipped with technical
knowledge and language skills.
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Even though the second-generation continued their fathers’ business in many sectors, whether
or not the third generation will get involved depends on the advancement of this industry. The
third or fourth generation tends to stay away from the industry, and they are also directed
towards more attractive occupations by the second generation in case they don't see any future
in the sector. It shouldn't be overlooked that in some sectors even fifth generation continuous
the business.
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Family businesses have certain disadvantages, but also some advantages. One of these
advantages is having a higher potential of business continuity. Because the business is seen as
a member of the family, it is usually passed on to grandchildren. On the other hand, professional
employees might not care as much about the company’s continuity.
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Although the second generation has taken this business to the next level through the use of
faster manufacturing techniques and new communications tools, they are experiencing fatigue
because they have to deal with every aspect of the business, from production to design,
catalogue preparation and management.
The significant part of the SMEs in the region is native companies. They leverage Anatolian
patterns in management and in the physical environment rather than institutional patterns.
Honesty and reliability are their main principles in their relations with customers. They show
modest and unpretentious characteristics. They mostly believe that their strength is their post
sales service, dynamism, experience and their responsiveness.
51% of the companies are family business companies. When NKEs evaluated each company
considering overall performance on a 5 point scale; 1 indicating poorest and 5 the highest, their
average score is 3,2.
26% is Limited Co. and they deliver a more professional image. Their overall score is 4,1 out
of 5. This group is the most susceptible to GETAM services.
Unlimited entities accounted for 23% of the companies and their overall score is 3,6 on a 5
point scale.

Type of the Companies

Unlimited; 19; 23%
Family Business; 41;
51%
Limited; 21; 26%

Unlimited

9

Limited
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Family Business
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4. Sectoral Distribution of the Companies
Need analysis was applied and the sectors that are in the forefront were identified. Following
this, TAT team created the below matrix. For diagnostic study, the sectors were selected taking
this matrix into consideration.
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Sectorial distribution of interviews is shown in the below table. 13 companies belong to
furniture, 11 footwear, 11 jewellery, 10 food and another 10 textile sector.
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5. Total Turnover of Visited Companies
47 companies in the sample, generate over 1000000TL turnover. 12 of them fall in to lowest
bracket and 22 of them are in mid level.

Total Turnover (TL)
50

47

45
40
35
30
25

22

20
15

12

10

0
0-300.000

300.000 - 1.000.000

Over 1.000.000
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6. Export Turnover (% of Total Turnover)
It seems there was a significant change in the market structure of the SMEs in the last 1 or 2
years, while ample of sectors underwent economic crisis. Those making 80% or even 100% of
their turnover through the domestic market before the crisis have switched to exporting 20% of
their turnover in some sectors, 50% in others and even 100%. On the other hand the sectors or
companies, which couldn’t manage this switch, suffered and continue to suffer.

Export Turnover
50
45%
45
40
35
30

28%

25
20
%15
15

12%

10
5
0
0-10 %

10-20 %

20-30 %

Over 30 %

7. Number of Employees / University Degrees / Foreign Language
Speakers
Mostly 0-10 and 20-50 employees are working in the interviewed SMEs. SMEs in the region
with 100+ employees are 16%. SMEs with between 50 and 100 employees have the same
percentage of those with over 100.
30% of SMEs employ 0 to 10 staff. SMEs employ 20-50 staff are 22% and 10 to 20 staff is
15%.
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In family businesses, the older generation, which is authoritarian and traditional, and the
younger generation, which is innovative, seem to work relatively in harmony.
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SMEs have difficulty in affording professionals and in assimilating them into the company
culture rather than having difficulty in finding appropriate high-level personnel and managers.
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Communication between employer and employee diverges into two extreme polarities. It is
either too familial or too distant. The middle ground is to be fair, but firm and without crossing
the boundaries.
Because SMEs see their companies as part of their families, SME owners aspire to have their
employees show the same sense of ownership toward their companies and support family
members to take critical positions.

All sectors need fresh blood - fresh graduates. However, their experience and knowledge levels
are insufficient to immediately start contributing to the workforce. The manufacturers had very
few positive experiences with the graduates of vocational and technical high schools. They are
usually disappointed by the fact that many fresh graduates do not know or cannot apply even
the simplest things. Manufacturers prefer to offer fresh graduates a trial period for a few months
- given their lack of knowledge and experience – before negotiating a salary or a package. They
get irritated when fresh graduates directly ask them about salary and other benefits. Meanwhile,
fresh graduates do not trust manufacturers, thinking they will exploit them. Many countries
establish councils to improve relationships between students, fresh graduates and
manufacturers.

Number of Employees
Over 100

16%

50-100

16%

20-50

22%

10-20

15%

0-10

30%
10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Foreign language: 81% of companies have at least 1 foreign language-speaking employee.
Firms hire foreign language staff according to the countries they export. Antakya and Mardin
have the advantage of being familiar with the Middle Eastern markets and the Arabic language.
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The languages most spoken by companies in their exports and web sites are English, Arabic,
Russian and German.
For the companies which want to receive 'catalogue design' service from GETAM, catalogues
should be considered in various languages such as English, Turkish + Arabic, German and
Russian, that would enable prospective customers to understand the Company’s vision,
products and style.

Number of Foreign Language Speakers
None

19%

Over 10

2%

6-10

10%

2-5

29%

1

40%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%
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There exists at least one university graduate person in 74% of companies.
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Number of University Graduates
None

26%

Over 10

3%
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15%

3-5

22%

0-2

31%
0%
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10%

15%

20%

25%
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8. Rate of Held Patents / Brand / R&D
Only 28% of SMEs have registered patent for their products. More than half (53%) have a
registered brand.
More than half 54% of companies are interested in R&D. Few companies have R&D
departments. They generally work with KOSGEB, development organizations and universities.
They benefit from the funds of Development Bank of Turkey and Silk Road Development
Agency. Such co-operations are done only on crucial issues, since the services provided are
costly. Rarely, service and support is requested from raw material producers and suppliers.
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Due to its high cost, SMEs prefer investing in low risk, short run development projects only if
achievement of expected concrete result is of high probability.
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9. Number of Companies Working with a Designer
In general, manufacturers do not have the sufficient resources or maturity level to work with
designer(s). Because salaries or budgets are relatively high, they want to see a quick return in a
very short time. On the other hand, since it takes some time to understand an organization, the
target audience and the expectations, this expectation is not very realistic.
The design work is either a practice of imitation or business owner’s own designs. Some
companies have tried to work with local designers. The general criticism in design is high
aesthetics, little function. Hard-to-implement designs are also deterrent.
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Due to relatively high cost, SMEs prefer investing in low risk, short run development designs
only if achievement of expected concrete result is of high probability.
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Companies Working with Designer

Yes
47%
No
53%

Yes
No

10. Customer Distrubution
Due to the decreasing demand in the domestic market SMEs aim to switch to Morocco, Algeria,
Israel, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Iraq and preferably Russian, European and American markets.
SMEs that work with international markets are 57%.
While the U.S. is preferred because of balk revenue and prestige, European countries are
favoured due to organizational trust as an integral element of social capital. SMEs prefer to
work with developed countries in which the social capital is higher, instead of the Middle East
countries, which constantly call 'bukra insallah' 'Tomorrow if God wills' in other words,
‘inshallah bukra’ means it’s not going to happen. In these countries ‘bukra inshallah’ is used to
devalue the task. When they don't want to perform a task, a ‘bukra inshallah’ is the most
common response.
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SMEs providing fast-moving consumer goods can spread into regional and small-medium sized
sales-points. Accessibility to national market chains is beyond the capability of SMEs due to
the high entrance costs involved. Not being a part of the national market chain hinders branding
and nation wide penetration.
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Even though region’s one of the advantages is its familiarity with the Middle Eastern markets,
and cultures plus even the most contemporary brands create special collections for the Middle
East, from textiles to haute couture, and accessories, they favoured developed countries more.
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CUSTOMER DISTRIBUTION
30%
24%
17%
13%

13%
3%

11. Type of Customers
The number of SMEs serving the retail and end-user market is small. They usually serve as
outsourcers of unbranded production to the markets. Considering the distribution network and
sales-marketing costs, this has something to do with the strength and financial standing of the
SMEs and this fact is inevitable.
Distributors, dealers and wholesalers are the most preferred channels since they provide the
shortest and widest distribution, with the lowest cost. Dealers are chosen based on their
familiarity, reliability, high customer potential and lenience.
Using dealerships is vital for the SMEs since they are not used to marketing activities.
In order to increase capacity utilisation and due to more reasonable costs, some SMEs tend to
co-operate with discount stores and enter these sales points either as private labels or with their
own brands.
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Among those sectors that involve end-user consumers, target markets are described by general
terms such as “everyone” or “middle class”. Marketing strategies are generally restricted to
“appropriate pricing”.
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Type of Customer
Direct
25%

Both
47%

Indirect
28%

Direct

Indirect

Both

12. Marketing Tools used by the Companies
New markets are being searched for by means of intermediaries, via the Internet and trade fairs.
The most common marketing activities are trade fairs, web sites, social media and one-to-one
customer visits. In SMEs, usually the owner of the company is the sole person responsible for
sales.
Trade fairs, promotional activities and campaigns make up only 1-5% of the budget.
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In terms of visual stimuli, discriminating factors such as communication strategy, slogan or
brand differentiating aspects were very rarely observed.
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13. Fair Participation in 2015
67% of SMEs that was interviewed participated fairs in 2015. Fairs are the most commonly
used and the most effective marketing tool. They provide opportunities for meeting with
existing customers, attracting new customers, and observing the competition in a larger context.
Since the majority of their customers are loyal customers and/or referred customers, new
customers can be attracted via trade shows - fairs; new product models and fast production.
New products, new models and documents that promote themselves are required more than
ever.
Participation in domestic and overseas fair is also important in terms of regaining vision,
keeping up with trends and networking. Trade shows allow companies to compare themselves
with others, and set new goals. Besides, participation brings prestige.
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They find out which fairs are better for them by trial and error. A trade fair guide for different
sector can be prepared by GETAM for companies to choose the right trade shows for them.
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Fair Participation in 2015
No
32%

Yes
No
Yes
68%

14. Planned Development/Investment Areas
In business development, expanding the product range, developing new channels, new
customers and new geographic markets are the main areas selected.
Consultancy: 40% of companies tend to work with consultants in the near future. Use of
consultancy services can be registered mostly in quality and R&D.
Training: Most of them want to get training services from outside, preferring the affordable
ones. It seems the idea here is to increase the benchmarking. Areas of trainings most commonly
mentioned are quality and productivity. These are followed by design, marketing and sales,
exports/imports, accounting and managerial skills.
Due to the daily routine of business, SMEs have trouble in keeping work places clean and
hygienic and SME owners struggle to inject good manners into their workers.
Organization and logistic: 30% of SMEs want to invest on organization and logistics in the near
future.
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Design: Design is a prerequisite for creating high added value and successful branding. People
describe ‘innovativeness’ with phrases such as ‘being authentic, ‘design’, and ‘being
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Marketing and sales: Building brands and marketing branded products will create added value.
In Europe and the U.S., branding is one of the most important aspects of any business and
creating value. 54% of SMEs tend to invest on marketing and sales in the near future.
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expert. (Source: Prestigious Companies research by Trend Group, 2001 to 2013). Things that
enrich and make daily life easier by combining culture (local stories), art and technology give
companies, products and services a competitive edge.
Product variety: SMEs develop new products or increase the range of products after attending
or to attend trade fairs and observing the trends. New customers can be attracted via new product
models and fast production.
NPD/ Innovation: Product development is through inspiration rather than innovation. However,
the most important criteria are innovation, pioneering and investing in design that make a
company/product or service prestigious in the eyes of people.
Investment in machinery: 50% of SMEs consider investing on machinery in the near future.

Planned Development/Investment Areas
Consultancy
Training
Organization and Logistic
Marketing and Sales
Design
Increase in Product Variety

NPD/Innovation
Investment in Machinery
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45

50

Unlikely
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They have relationship mostly with COC, followed by KOSGEB and Business Associations.
Some SMEs were proud to work with the Development Agencies and to be able to write and
win the proposal. In other words it means they can overcome 'paper work', they are professional
and they have sound projects.
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15. Relationship with Institutions
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Relationship with Institutions
80
70
60

No; 28
No; 47

50
40

No; 44

No; 66

No; 61

No; 62

No; 68

No; 66

Yes; 13

Yes; 12

Yes; 6

Yes; 8

30
Yes; 46

20
10

0

Yes; 27

Yes; 30

Yes; 8

Yes

No

Based on 74 companies reply
16. General Evaluation of Visited Companies
Each company was evaluated on a 5-point scale. The values in the chart are the arithmetic
means of the 5-point scale. 5 indicates the most positive and 1 the negative score.
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11% of companies fall into top category. Majority of companies (41%) received 4 score.
Companies, which were placed at the bottom two scores, were 7%. Those who received an
average score of 3 were 41%.
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General Evaluation
1; 3; 3%
5; 9; 11%

2; 3; 4%

1
2

3
3; 33; 41%
4; 33; 41%

4
5

1: Poorest – 5: Strongest

17. Willingness to Participate in Milano Design Week
The idea of participating the Milan Design Fair was exciting and interesting for 43% moreover
it was a remarkable topic for all participants. It is found very prestigious in terms of PR value.
Milan Design Fair: Date/Time
Date(s) - 04 Apr 2017 - 09 Apr 2017
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In 2016 Milano design week featured more than 2,400 exhibitors among the Saloni and the
Fuorisalone and over 1,000 events spread all over the city. Design Week opens its doors to
creative minds from all over the world and is ready to enliven the city with one-of-a-kind events.
It is planned to display 40 designs selected from the region in Milano Design Week in 2018.
Therefore, during the diagnostic interviews, one specific question was asked to the interviewee
addressing the desire level of participation and cooperation.
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Milano Design Week Participation

Yes
43%

Yes

No
57%

No

18. Analysis and Recommendations

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The management of technology-based companies is goal oriented and favours a decisionmaking attitude with a strong focus on efficiency. On the other hand design-led companies
are in favour of innovative solutions with empathic and user-centred approach. In
technology-based companies design appears to be nice-to-have rather than a must-have,
Other pressures; business owners get involved in many aspects of the business, including
production, design, sales, marketing and management. These areas compete with each other
and the winners are usually production and sales. Because manufacturing planning, design
and marketing differ from manufacturing and sales in terms of a) reflex, b) rhythm, and c)
philosophy, it would be more reasonable to assign these tasks to different departments or
get external support,
Counterfeiting (copying original designs) is a frequently mentioned issue,
They value plans only if they are certain that they will work, they like to “play it safe”,
They prefer a “wait and see” posture,
There is a strong proclivity for low risk projects,
It is considered best to act cautiously to achieve objectives,
Lack of awareness and experience,
Lack of belief in the value of, or confidence in the outcome,
Limited ambition or appetite for risk,
Cost; lack of in-house design or creative skills,
Lack of customer demand or relying on customer demand,
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The following obstacles were registered among interviewed SMEs regarding the use of
innovation capabilities:
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•
•

Manufacturing or development issues,
Access to external designers or creative skills…

Companies need to turn from manufacturing cheap and counterfeit products to original and high
quality products.
Design uses technology, aesthetics, arts and culture to create solutions for daily life. The stories
of original designs are inspired by their native lands and consumer needs. As the stories feed
on culture, they become more original. And original designs have the potential to become
brands, which can be sold at high prices. Region's cultural background is so rich that it doesn’t
need imitations, counterfeits and fake stories.
Manufacturers shouldn’t only rely on contract manufacturing, and they should start turning to
original designs, which will help them build strong brands and increase profits.
If companies do not take the right approach to competition, they will risk falling into
‘immiserizing growth’ and the ‘existing today, but not tomorrow’ trap.
Companies need to avoid cheap products, price wars, immiserizing growth, focusing only on
revenue and not profitability, and unethical business practices. Original designs will help
increase both product prices and profitability.
Low-cost products, high level of competition, manufacturing speed and automation force
companies to avoid design. On the other hand, companies, which can successfully deal with
these circumstances, can turn to original designs and high-quality manufacturing. But, copying
designs from catalogues or trade shows will not bring a competitive edge.
“Refraining from manufacturing cheap, counterfeit products” is important. Building brands and
marketing branded products will create added value. Companies believe that this goal is
achievable despite the level of difficulty.
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Therefore, in general the companies showed great interest to GETAM. They primarily like to
receive design and NPD services. The companies, which employee stylists or designers, desire
training sessions or courses for design discipline. Significant number of companies are
interested in all services. Marketing and communication services are also required.
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Preference of GETAM Services
Number of Companies
None
All 4
1+ 2 + 4
1+4
1+3
1+2
4
3
2
1

11

24
2
4
2
10
4,5
1
4
20
0

Number of Companies

5

1
20

2
4

10

3
1

4
4,5

15

1+2
10

20

1+3
2

25

1 + 4 1+ 2 + 4 All 4
4
2
24

30

None
11

Design and NPD (1)
Marketing and Communication Design (2)
Incubation (3)
Modelling and Production Laboratory (4)
Needs for marketing and business development consultancy;
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In SMEs, 4P (product, price, place, promotion) marketing is based on;
a- execution,
b- self-marketing,
c- customized products and services,
d- long-term customer relationship.
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SMEs more focus on execution of business in hand rather than time spending on planning and
strategies. They are in favour of building long-term customer relationship. Marketing is day-today customer interactions and they handle it in an informal form. Traditional 'above the line
marketing' which is mostly associated with TV advertising is not used due to high cost concerns.
They have websites but they don't use it for marketing; they have it for the sake of saying "it is
there". 'Word of mouth' is the most important activity; the majority of the customers are referred
customers. Marketing is a- engagement with customers, b- fulfilling their needs and cnetworking through the self-marketing of the owners; they apply impersonal marketing
activities such as a- technical industry knowledge and b- special relationship with customers.
The advantage of the self-marketing by the owner is that it is not replicable. They offer products
or services that exactly suit their customers.
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Companies need the following services in marketing, communication and new business
development:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Value chain analysis, business development and innovation,
Brand and corporate identity kit,
Channel development plan,
Pricing development plan,
Vertical and horizontal growth strategies,
Competitive analysis,
List of relevant and effective trade fairs,
8. Identification of core target group and its definition in terms of demographics and life style.
SME segmentation based on maturity level in design:
It is possible to place the companies in Gaziantep, Diyarbakır, Hatay, Kahramanmaraş, Kilis,
Mardin, Osmaniye and Şanlıurfa in Design Staircase®* according to their approach to design
and maturity level. Higher positions on the Design Staircase® are correlated with positive
effects on gross result growth as well as distinct positive effects on export ratios.
*In 2001, the Danish Design Center developed the Design Staircase to measure the companies’
use of design. The model is tailored to the companies interviewed in the region. Although there
were four steps in the original stair, there are five steps in the analysis.
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The basic notion of the model is that companies may work with design on several levels
depending on their vision or needs.
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We analysed the companies, which take place in 5th, 4th, and 3rd step in which there is strong
proclivity for design and novelties.
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Since for one reason or another, the firms in the first and second step are not willing to utilize
design, they are not included in the analysis. There was lack of founder's enthusiasm and
commitment in some of those companies; they don't want "big ships and deep water". Some
companies only rely on contract manufacturing, and they are not in favor of original designs,
which will help them build strong brands and increase profits.
Master category
There is also Master Category which doesn't fall into any of above steps. Some masters are not
only craftsmen but also artists. With their skills, these artists can add more value to exhibitions
in promoting GETAM and they can also receive design support from GETAM.
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The stories of the masters, who started this job at the ages of 7-8, are truly worth publishing in
a book. In today’s world, there are only very few masters, who started as apprentices and learned
the trade from their masters. With industrialization, some of the craftsmen ventured into retail
while many good masters felt resentment and abandoned their jobs.
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19. Annexes
Annex 1: Business Diagnostic Questionnair Template Used by Experts

GETAM Diagnostic Study to identify 75 firms
Questionnaire
Introduction
Name of the diagnostic expert
Name of the interviewed person
Position in the company / title
Date of the interview
Company Level
Company name
Type of the Business
Web site (e-trade?)
Corporate mail address
Legal form of the company and
establishment year
Sector / subsector
Location / region

Family Bs.

Unlimited

Open

Limited

Closed

What is total space of the company
sq.m?
Do you have a show room? If yes how
big is it? (sq.m)
0-300.000 TL

Output / Turnover (TL) - 2015

300.0001.000.00

Over 1.000.000

Export Incomes (Y/N)
(% turnover?) - 2015
Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Product

Foreign Language Speakers
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University Degree Holders
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Total Number of Employees
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Design and Quality Assurance
Yes

No

Notes

1. Are you interested in R&D activities?

2. Do you or your business held registered
patents or designs?

3. Are you interested in the GETHAM services?
Please specify which one?
- Design and NPD
- Marketing and Communication Design
- Incubation
- Modelling and Production Laboratory

4. Are you working with a designer?
(If Yes, External or internal)

Innovation, Competition, Marketing and Sales
……….
……….

1. Number of fairs attended in 2015 (in Turkey or
in abroad)

National
Abroad

2. Who is your customer? (%)

Direct customer …………
Indirect customer …………

3. Please specify your customer distribution (%)

Regional
National
International
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Personal Contact
PR
Web Site
Social Media
Advertising
Fairs
Printed Materials
Outdoor
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4. Which marketing tools are you using? (one or
more)

…………
…………
………….
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5. Do you have your own brand or design?
(private label, sub-contracting)

6. Why do they (your customer) buy from you?

7. Would you be interested in being an exhibitor
in Milan Design Week / 2017? Would you be
willing to finance?

Manufacturing/Supplying

1. What is the manufacturing technology and
facilities of your company? (CNC ? five access or
six access)

2. Where do you get your raw materials?

Change / Development

1. What do you do best?

Unlikely Likely

Very Likely
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Investment in Machinery
2. Please indicate which fields do NPD / Innovation
you plan to develop/make an
Increasing Product variety
investment in the future
Design
Marketing and Sales
Organization and Logistic
Training
Consultancy
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3. Do you have any relationship
with one of the followings?
(one or more)

University
Consultant
COC/I
Business Associations
KOSGEB
Development Agency
Ind. Organized Zone
Tübitak

General Evaluation of Company

(Experts will be evaluate the impression of the company)

Evaluation of Company, 1: Poorest – 5: Strongest
1

2

3

4

5

Overall
Vision
Design capabilities and investment
Marketing, branding, positioning
Sales, channels, trade
Production
Hunger for development/improvement
Interest in GETAM and its services

Expected Relationship with
GETAM

Pioneer
medium Term
Long Term
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Other Notes;
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Annex 2: Company Report Format

Introduction and Company Information
Name of the diagnostic expert
Name of the interviewed person
Position in the company / title
Date of the interview
Company name
Type of the Business
Web site
Corporate mail address
Legal form of the company and
establishment year
Sector / subsector
Location / region
Output / Turnover (TL) - 2015
Export Incomes (Y/N)
(% turnover?) - 2015
Product / design ;
Customer Interface and preference ;
Marketing and Sales ;
Manufacturing ;
Strong features ;
Intention for GETAM ;
General Evaluation of Company ;

Evaluation of Company, 1: Poorest – 5: Strongest
Overall
Vision
Design Capabilities and Inv.
Marketing, Branding, Positioning
Sales Channels Trade
Production
Hunger for Development

Pictures of products & venue
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Interest in GETAM Services
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